
Torsa®

Made in

California.

Designed

by you.

Inspired
by nature
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Torsa
Inspired by nature.
Easy on the eyes – and back. The iconic 
Y-frame back houses unmatched comfort 
and sturdy support, all in an agile and 
easily adjustable seating structure.

With the fastest lead time in the industry, SitOnIt Seating® offers 
high-quality seating that combines award-winning design with 
intelligent ergonomics. From healthcare to higher education, we’ve 
been the go-to destination for built-to-order seating since 1996. 

Born and bred in California, all of our key collections are designed 
in-house and rigorously tested for quality control, strength 
and durability. We make customization easy—our user-friendly 
ChairBuilder® tool lets you design your dream chair with just a few 
clicks. With chairs, sofas and stools for every desk, space and  
environment, the possibilities are endless. 
 
Discover premium seating solutions—at a fraction of the price. 
 

Who we are

Our build-to-order promise

Custom-designed chairs, no waiting. Our lean manufacturing 
operation means we can ship built-to-order chairs in just two days. 
That means we can build the chair you want—and deliver it when 
you want it—at a price no one else can match.

Fastest shipping in 
the industry

Choose from two, five or 10-day shipping. We cut lead time, sync 
orders and avoid off-schedule shipments at a rate our competitors 
just can’t match. From start to finish, we maximize efficiency in 
every single area—whether it’s sourcing and logistics or assembly 
and production.
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TEXTILES: Onyx Stripe mesh (back), Momentum Solace Ebony (seat)TEXTILES: Navy mesh (back), Momentum Avenue Pacific Diffuse (seat)

for the office
Inspirational design and cable-driven control coupled with  
adjustable lumbar support and seat depth adjustment make  
Torsa a superb choice for a manager’s office.
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TEXTILES: Desert stripe mesh (back), Maharam Runner Standard Bluff (seat)

for the 
open plan
workspace
Three arm options accommodate varied tasks and user preferences.
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TEXTILES: Navy mesh (back), CF Stinson Juxy Parallax (seat).

for the 
conference
room
Excellent ergonomics come standard  
with adjustable lumbar support and 
seat depth adjustment, so whether  
you’re in for a long meeting or a quick  
catch up, you’ll be able to settle in 
comfortably and get to work.
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TEXTILES: Fog stripe mesh (back), Green Hides Sierra White (seat)

for the 
collaboration
space
Discover an all-around, dynamic seating solution. 
Thanks to cutting-edge design, a fully integrated 
lumbar support system, and intuitively-placed 
controls, Torsa is easily adaptable to fit any user.



FogNickel DesertOnyxElectric BlueFireNavy

SOLID MESH

Desert StripeFog StripeOnyx Stripe

STRIPED MESH
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Graphite frame with graphite arms 
and back support.

White frame with white arms 
and back support.

Graphite frame with white arms 
and back support.

White frame with graphite arms 
and back support.

FRAME OPTIONS

mesh colors 
and patterns
Presented in an incredible range of 10 mesh 
colors and patterns, including stripes and solids.



Polished Aluminum
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Stylish designer graphite  
casters are an option.

BASE
Three base options with graphite or designer casters. CASTERS

GraphiteDesigner GraphiteGraphite White

FINE-TUNED COMORT
Enhanced synchro mechanism.

Left side: Seat height 
adjustment, seat depth 
adjustment

Right side: Tilt lock and 
tilt tension adjustment

Adjustable lumbar support

Multi-adjustable (height/
width) nylon, white

Multi-adjustable (height/
width) nylon, graphite

ARM OPTIONS
Multiple arm options accommodate varied tasks  
and user preferences.

Fixed nylon, white Fixed nylon, graphite Fixed aluminum

a closer look

Waterfall
seat

Cable-driven synchro 
mechanism with  
Comfort Drive® allows 
easy fingertip adjustment 
from a seated position.

Comfortable
mesh back



specifications
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FRONT COVER TEXTILE: Desert stripe mesh (back), Maharam Runner Standard Bluff (seat)

MODEL 6023 HIGHBACK          
Overall Width Armless 27
Overall Width with Arms 27
Overall Depth 27.125
Overall Height 44.5
Seat Width 19
Seat Depth 18-20.25
Seat Height

(higher cylinder)

17.36-21.75

(S13) 19-23.75
Back Width 19
Back Height 22
Weight Armless 45 lbs.
Weight with Arms 50 lbs.
COM 1.1 yds.
COL 20 sq. ft.
Weight Capacity 300 lbs.

 Dimensions are in inches. 


